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Batteries to fit your lifestyle and budget
Find the right battery
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Trojan Lithium	[image: ]Longest range 

	[image: ]Maintenance free

	[image: ]Fast charging

	[image: ]8-year warranty



View Trojan Lithium Batteries
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Trojan AES AGM	[image: ]Up to 3x life of AGM

	[image: ]Performs in harsh conditions

	[image: ]Maintenance free

	[image: ]3-year warranty



View Trojan AES AGM batteries
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Flooded Lead Acid	[image: ]Low cost

	[image: ]Reliable performance

	[image: ]99% recyclable

	[image: ]18-month warranty



View Flooded Lead Acid Batteries
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AGM	[image: ]Long cycle life

	[image: ]Maintenance free

	[image: ]99% recyclable

	[image: ]2-year warranty



View AGM batteries
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Gel	[image: ]Low current cycle applications

	[image: ]Maintenance free

	[image: ]99% recyclable

	[image: ]12-month warranty



View Gel batteries
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Designed, tested, and final processing in the USA
Trojan Lithium-ion batteries undergo final processing in our California facility in Santa Fe Springs. This ensures that our US-based team has control over quality and safety before the batteries reach our customers. Explore Trojan Lithium Batteries >





Where to Buy Trojan Batteries

Find a Local Dealer
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Trusted Trojan Power
Trojan has been an industry leader for nearly a century. We have an established global reputation for quality products, service, and innovation. We're proud of our past, and we're looking toward the future.



About Us






We Focus on the Customer
We provide the best products and services for every unique geography, market and application around the world.
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	It takes less time to charge the lithium batteries and a lot less maintenance, which means our overall costs have been reduced."
Sean Corte-Real, General ManagerLa Cala Golf and Spa Resort, Spain


	We'd have six or eight lead acids. We can reduce to two, three, four lithium-ions, and get the same range, if not more."
Andy JorgensonDirector of Golf Course Operations, On Top of the World Golf Club, Ocala, Florida


	It takes less time to charge the lithium batteries and a lot less maintenance, which means our overall costs have been reduced."
Sean Corte-Real, General ManagerLa Cala Golf and Spa Resort, Spain


	We'd have six or eight lead acids. We can reduce to two, three, four lithium-ions, and get the same range, if not more."
Andy JorgensonDirector of Golf Course Operations, On Top of the World Golf Club, Ocala, Florida








Latest From Trojan Battery
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Trojan Battery and C&D Technologies at Middle East Energy 2024At Middle East Energy 2024 in Dubai, Trojan Battery and C&D Technologies will highlight their dual commitment to energy storage solutions that power the world safely and sustainably. C&D and Trojan batteries provide energy for data centers, telecom, golf carts, floor cleaning equipment, and material handling equipment, and more.

Read the press release on the C&D website
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Introducing DIN size Trojan AES AGM batteriesThe new batteries—TE35-AES and 5SHP-AES—feature the advantages of the Trojan AES AGM batteries, including up to 3x the cycle life, a 3-year limited warranty, high-capacity in extreme deep-cycling, and the ability to withstand harsh environments

Read the Press Release
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Trojan AES AGM Batteries Shortlisted in Prestigious IAPAsTrojan Battery Company's AES AGM battery is on the shortlist for the 2024 International Awards for Powered Access, or IAPAs. Trojan AES is one of four finalists in the Innovative Technology Prize category.

Read the IAPA press release
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ARA Show 2024: Trojan to showcase solutions that increase revenue and satisfy customersTrojan experts will be part of the world’s largest equipment and event rental show, ARA Show 2024, in booth #4055, February 18-21 in New Orleans. Trojan experts will demonstrate rental equipment batteries that reduce replacements and increase revenue. 

More on Trojan & ARA 2024
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Access & Handling Summit 2024 to feature Trojan’s Will Scotson Will Scotson, Sales Director for C&D Trojan for EMEA Motive products, will speak at Access & Handling Summit 2024 in Dubai on 15 February. Scotson, a 26-year battery industry veteran, will present, “Advancing A&H Technology: Bridging Environmental Sustainability, Safety, and Mega Project Support with Expert Insights.”

More about A&H 2024
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PGA 2024 Post-Show Wrap-up with Laurie OswaldTrojan’s Chief Commercial Officer Laurie Oswald had this to say after a week at the PGA Show 2024, “We had an outstanding event in Orlando at the PGA Show this year! As always, we enjoyed time spent with friends and customers and sharing innovations, road maps and discussing industry trends. It’s exciting, it’s engaging, and it’s never the same show twice.

Read about PGA Show 2024








Our Commitment to Sustainability
Focusing on what matters, from safe disposal and recycling to human rights and fair labor practices


More about Sustainability
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Working at Trojan Battery
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Sustainability & CSR
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Careers with Trojan Battery
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Leadership





Join Our Team
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Get the latest Trojan Battery updates delivered to your inbox
Enter your email address to get the latest Trojan Battery updates delivered to your inbox



Subscribe
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Try the Updated Trojan Battery Finder
Trojan Battery Finder is an easy-to-use online tool that helps you identify the right deep cycle battery for your exact equipment. You can find the perfect power source for LSEVs like golf carts and UTVs, floor scrubbers and cleaners, AWPs and MEWPs, material handling equipment like pallet jacks and forklifts, and more!



Find your battery







